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ABSTRACT
Packaging accessibility is a significant problem for many older people. Whilst the
majority of studies have focused on issues surrounding strength, work has shown that
dexterity required to open a pack is also a major issue for many older people.
Hence, the work undertaken here, reports a quantitative study that aimed to analyse
motion coordination patterns across digits 2–5 (index to little finger) during interactions
with three of the most common types of packaging: plastic bottles, jars, and crisps
packets, and comparing those interactions to a common measure of dexterity, the
Perdue Pegboard. Ten subjects (6 males and 4 females) were examined while reaching
forward to grasp and open a 300ml plastic bottle and a 500g jar. A ten-camera optoelectronic motion capture system measured trajectories of 25 miniature reflective
markers placed on the dorsal surface landmarks of the hand. Joint angular profiles for 12
involved flexion–extension movements were derived from the measured coordinates of
surface markers.
The results showed that finger correlations vary widely across the differing pack formats
with the crisps having the lowest finger movement correlation and the jar having the
highest. Speed and jerk metrics were also seen to vary across the various pack formats.
However, finger correlations were seen to be more relevant to perceived dexterity of
pack opening than finger speeds and jerk motions.

INTRODUCTION
The frustration of accessing packaging has been termed 'Wrap rage' [1] and a significant
number of studies have questioned, observed and measured people's interaction with
packaging in order to gain insights into what makes packaging difficult to open [2]–[5].
Issues around packaging accessibility and capability have largely been split into three
areas, lack of strength to access a pack, lack of dexterity and an inability to read and/or
understand the instructions necessary to open the pack [6]. The majority of work
examining the openability of packaging has concentrated on the strength and grip used
by consumers, from the study by Rholes, Moldurp and Laviana [7], The Department of
Trade and Industry [8], Voorbij and Steenbekkers [9], Yoxall et al [6] and more recently
by Yoxall and Janson [6], Su et al [10], Kuo et al [11], Chihara and Leitkam and Bix [12].

Less work has been undertaken on issues surrounding dexterity and visual acuity or
cognition of packaging. Leitkam et al. [13], have undertaken a series of studies
examining font sizes and labelling for consumers, whilst Yoxall et al. [2], [14], has
undertaken several studies comparing the time taken to open packaging with dexterity
as measured using a Purdue pegboard.
The Purdue Pegboard (PBT) is one of the most widely used tests of hand function for
therapy, rehabilitation, and treatment assessment purposes. It was developed by Dr.
Joseph Tiffin, an Industrial Psychologist at Purdue University, in 1948 [15], and originally
intended for assessing the dexterity of assembly line workers.
The PBT tests the quality and the speed of performance of the hand as the person
accomplishes a task. More precisely, it assesses proficiency of one particular grasping
pattern, the precision grip[16]. It has been shown, however, that there are several factors
that account for manipulative tasks [17]–[21], and the degree with which the Purdue
Pegboard Test assesses individual factors has yet to be investigated.
Whilst the work by Yoxall [2], [5] attempted to understand the effect of dexterity related
to different forms of packaging using the dexterity measure as a way of ranking the
packaging, no attempt was made to understand the actual nature of the dexterity
required to open the pack, i.e. what the fingers needed to do or the movements required.
Hence, this study aims to understand the motion, trajectory, speed and effort required to
open several forms of packaging and relate that to a normative dexterity method.
Previous works have shown that finger movements during manipulative tasks rarely
involve motion or rotation at a single joint. Anatomical factors, such as interdigit
webbings, connections between various tendons, insertions of extrinsic finger muscles,
and neuronal connections result in mechanical and neural couplings between various
joints. The sum of mechanical and neural coupling generates coordinated movements
between various joints [22]–[25]. Thus the proficient grasping of an object entails
simultaneous motion at multiple joints, with correlated rotations [23]. Simultaneous
correlated motion at multiple joints has been studied during more dexterous uses of the
hand, such as typing [16], playing the piano [26], and haptic interactions [27], but a
standard procedure to assess such movement synergies has not been developed.
Moreover, a study involving packaging interactions and hand postures has yet to be
developed.
Movement smoothness measures are kinematic variables that have been used as
measures of motor performance of both healthy subjects and persons with motor control
and musculoskeletal impairments [28]–[30]. Although smoothness metrics have often
been based on minimizing jerk, the rate of change of acceleration, [28], many other
measures are possible, including three-dimensional curvature, and counting peaks in
speed [31]–[34]. Smoothness has been used to assess individuals with arm ataxia [33],
Parkinson’s disease [35], children with cerebral palsy [36], and, more generally, it has
been shown to account for the two-thirds power law, widely considered an invariant in
human movement [37], [38].

Previous works in patients recovering from stroke and other motor related impairments
revealed a reduction in trajectory smoothness and segmentation of continuous
movements [31], [39]. However, evidence of discrete sub- movements has also been
found in the movements of healthy subjects [40], and decomposition of complex
movements into sub-movements has been implemented as analysis tool as they account
for many patterns in human movement [41]. However, studies investigating the degree
to which speed and jerk metrics can reflect dexterity when interacting with packaging
and, particularly the relation of such metrics with finger correlated movement and
perception of dexterity are still lacking.

METHODOLOGY
EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
This study examined 10 healthy participants (6 male, 4 female, all right-handed, age 2238 years, 26 ± 6.2 years) performing four tasks: grasping and opening a 300ml plastic
bottle, grasping and opening a 500g jar, grasping and opening a 25g crisps packet, and
the Purdue Pegboard Test.
Following the tasks, the participants were asked to rate the perceived dexterity and
strength required to perform each task from low (1) to high (5) in an ordinal scale.
All movements began in a consistent seated posture with the torso upright, the right
upper arm approximately vertical and forearm horizontal, the fingers in natural full
extension (abduction/adduction not specified), and the palm resting on a specified area
on the table.
The participants carried out three repetitions of each task with a 10-second pause
between each trial.

ETHICAL APPROVAL FOR THE STUDY
The University of Sheffield’s Department of Mechanical Engineering Ethics Committee
approved the experimental protocol.

DATA ACQUISITION
The acquisition technique consisted of the placement of 25 reflective markers (diameter
4mm) on different anatomical hand landmarks.
From the index to little fingers, five markers were placed as follows: first marker on the
metacarpal base, second marker on the knuckle, third on the proximal interphalangeal
(PIP) joint, fourth on the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint and, finally, the fifth marker on
the nail.

For the thumb, first marker was placed on the metacarpal base, second marker on the
MCP joint, fourth on the IP joint and the fifth marker on the nail. One marker was placed
on the wrist, aligned with the middle finger, on the wrist dorsum.
A ten-camera Vicon T-160 opto-electronic motion capture system (Oxford Metrics Ltd.,
UK) recorded the reflective marker movements at a sampling frequency of 120 Hz, and
produced the time-varying marker coordinates in a three-dimensional laboratory
coordinate system (X–Y–Z) established through calibration. The experimental set-up
used for the analysis is shown in Figure 1 below.
A local coordinate system X0–Y0–Z0 was established to facilitate kinematic descriptions
and definitions (Figure 2). The origin of this local coordinate system was the marker
adhered to the dorsal landmark of wrist again as shown in Figure 2. The coordinates of
the markers measured in the global (laboratory) coordinate system (X –Y –Z) were
transformed and expressed in the local coordinate system (X0–Y0–Z0). From the local
coordinates, the time-varying angles for all the involved joints were derived through a
computational procedure.
The flexion portions of angular profiles for the metacarpophalangeal (MCP), proximal
interphalangeal (PIP), and distal interphalangeal (DIP) joints of digits 2–5, a total of 12
movements, were analyzed in this study.
The starting time was defined as the frame during which the first increase in the moving
of joint angles occurred, and the final time was defined as the frame during which the
last decrease in the moving of joint angles occurred. The angular profiles were later
normalised and a total movement time period was determined.

DATA ANALYSIS
The analysis consisted of the computation of a cross-correlation coefficient matrix for the
joint angles of interest. A matrix X, whose rows are observations (instantaneous joint
angles) and whose columns are variables (degree of freedom), was defined from data
from the last trial of each task for each subject in order to reduce error due to learning
effect.
The matrix R of correlation coefficients was calculated from the matrix X. The matrix R is
related to the covariance matrix C by:

Where R, is the zeroth lag of the normalized covariance function.
Significance of the correlation values was examined for p < 0.05, and for all correlation
coefficients n = 10, df = 8.
Data from each matrix R was represented as a colour map, with red indicating low
correlation (coefficients between 0 - 0.5) and yellow indicating high correlation
(coefficients between 0.6 and 1.0) (Figure 4).

A second analysis consisted of the inspection of the joint angular profiles’ sigmoidal
shape. The proximal-to-distal flexion sequences across digits 2–5 for each joint type
were then examined and compared with data from the correlation matrices to identify
their possible relation.
The analysis consisted of the computation of the magnitude of the velocities,
accelerations, and jerk by two-point numerical differentiation of positional data.
Jerk at each time point was computed according to the following equation,

The jerk metric (Jm) used for this study was calculated by dividing the negative mean
jerk magnitude by the peak speed:

Taking the negative of the mean jerk makes the jerk metric directly proportional with
smoothness, transforming this metric into a measure of smoothness. Dividing the jerk
magnitude by peak speed normalizes the metric, making it less sensitive to changes in
overall movement speed. The jerk metric has units of 1/s2.
The speed metric (Sm) was calculated as the mean of the speed divided by the peak
speed. The resulting speed profile from a non-smooth movement has a series of peaks
with deep valleys in between, representing sudden stops between sub-movements. An
example of a speed and jerk plot for opening a jar is shown in Figure 5 below.

The mean speed of such a movement is much less than its peak, making the normalized
mean speed relatively low. A smooth movement tends to have fewer sub-movements
and thus, fewer sudden stops, resulting in significantly higher normalized mean speeds.

Results
Perception Analysis
All the of the 10 users were asked to open the packaging and perform the Purdue
Pegboard Test and asked to rate the interactions on a scale of 1 to 5 on their perception
of the strength and dexterity. Participants were provided with a definition of strength and
dexterity before undertaking the test. A score of 1 represented that the perception of the
dexterity needed was low and a score of 5 rated that the perception of the dexterity
needed was high (Figure 6).
The 10 participants were also asked to rate the manipulative task based on their
perception of the strength needed to perform the task. A score of 1 represented that the
perception the strength needed was low and a score of 5 rated that the perception of the
strength needed was high (Table 1).
Scores from the Purdue Pegboard across participants were averaged and are presented
along the perception results in Table 1.

Item

Mean Strength Score
(SD)

Mean Dexterity Score
(SD)

Mean Score
(Purdue Pegboard
Test)

Perdue Pegboard

1.13 (0.35)

3.75 (0.71)

16.4

Bottle

3.25 (0.71)

3.13 (0.83)

Jar

4.25 (0.46)

2.13 (1.36)

Crisps

1.38 (0.52)

3.25 (1.04)

Table 1: Perceived strength and dexterity rating scores for all tasks

Correlation Analysis
Correlation plots are shown for the Purdue pegboard and the jar, bottle and crisps
opening events for two subjects (Figures 7a-f). Table 2 also shows the percentage of

high finger correlation, i.e. over 0.85 or low finger correlation, i.e. less than 0.5 average
(and standard deviation) for all 10 subjects tested.
The plots show that the degree of finger correlation, i.e. fingers moving together in a
coordinated way, is highest for the jar (58.9%, with a standard deviation of 10.6%) than
the bottle (54.7%, with a standard deviation of 11.5%) compared to the Perdue pegboard
(48.3%, with a standard deviation of 11.0%) with the crisp opening event having the
lowest finger correlation (43.1%, with a standard deviation of 11.5%).

Item

Average (SD) % of movements
with correlation coefficients >
0.85

Average (SD) % of movements with
correlation coefficients < 0.50

Perdue Pegboard

48.3 (11.0)

23.9 (5.3)

Bottle

54.7 (11.5)

22.8 (6.9)

Jar

58.9 (10.6)

16.6 (7.7)

Crisps

43.1 (11.5)

46.2 (13.1)

Table 2: Average Finger Correlation % with correlation coefficients > 0.85 and correlation
coefficients < 0.50

Speed and jerk Analysis
Plots of speed and jerk smoothness metrics for the Purdue pegboard, bottle jar and crisp
packet are shown in the following Figures 8a-h. The figures are chosen as
representative examples of the measured outputs for various tasks and differing
participants and are presented to show trends for each pack type. From the figures it
can be readily seen that peak finger speed and jerk are similar for all tasks measured.
Examining the 'peakiness' of each event, i.e. the number of peaks over 500 m/s the
bottle that last for over 2.5 m/s here again the events are very similar with typically three
peaks measured for the bottle, jar and crisps. However, the Perdue pegboard has a
slightly lower average of 2.55 peaks.

Examining the packaging events in more detail, Table 3 below shows the average speed
and jerk smoothness metrics for the bottle, jar and crisp packet. The larger the number,
the smoother the task hence the jar and the crisps are seen to be smoother than the
bottle. For the jerk analysis the larger (more negative) the jerk metric the less smooth the
task is. Here again, the bottle is seen to be less smooth than the jar or crisps packet
opening.

Item

Average Speed metric
(Standard Deviation) m/s

Average Jerk Metric
(Standard Deviation) m/s3

Perdue Pegboard

0.24 (0.03)

-0.009 (0.0025)

Bottle

0.28 (0.07)

-0.016 (0.008)

Jar

0.33 (0.03)

-0.013 (0.006)

Crisps

0.33 (0.04)

-0.012 (0.004)

Table3: Speed and jerk metrics for all measured tasks

Discussion
This research has used several metrics to understand finger movements and relate them
to packaging opening and dexterity. To date little work has been undertaken looking at
dexterity and packaging accessibility and the understanding of finger movements and
generating smoothness metrics is also a relatively new field.
Moreover, although the complex correlated movements of the hand have been
investigated in previous studies, an in-depth investigation into the effects of correlated
movement and velocity in packaging accessibility and their relation with perceived
dexterity had yet to be made [44]–[47].
To that end this work has taken three packaging formats that are generally different in
their opening properties, a jar (known to be largely an issue of strength), a bottle (that
has elements of fine finger movements) and crisp pack which has elements of precision
grip and fine fingers and studied them in detail using optical methods to measure finger
correlations, finger speed and movement smoothness.
The opening events were compared to a known measure of dexterity, the Perdue
pegboard and a participant perception test, and scores from the dexterity test were used
to assess the average manual ability of the participants.
This study presents evidence of identifiable finger correlation patterns during packaging
interactions, with clear differences based on the grasping pattern, strength, and dexterity
required. Moreover, the current study discovered that finger correlation patterns are
consistent with the complexity of the task, the number of sub-movements involved and
the degree of independent finger movement required.
Furthermore, it has been shown that the Purdue Pegboard Test does not accurately
assess the true differences in movement coordination occurring during the packaging

tasks under analysis. It has been shown how the wide range of strategies and grasping
patterns used to interact with packaging limits the accuracy and robustness of a single
time-based test.
Normative data for the Purdue Pegboard Test indicated participants were in line with
average healthy adults performing the right hand (RH) Purdue Pegboard Test [42], [43].
Correlation coefficients from the Purdue Pegboard Test were the lowest when compared
with the packaging tasks, indicating a lower degree of finger coordination and less
coordinated fingers flexion was required to perform this task. In addition, participants
coincided in rating the Purdue Pegboard Test as the most dexterous task (3.75/5).
These results may suggest that finger correlated movements are strongly associated
with independent finger movement and, particularly, perceived dexterity. Normative data
for the Purdue Pegboard Test indicates participants are in line with average healthy
adults performing the right hand (RH) Purdue Pegboard Test [42], [43].
From the selection of packaging tasks, bottle opening produced the lowest correlation
coefficients, with participants rating perceived dexterity for this task higher when
compared to the jar opening task, further suggesting the relation between finger
correlated movements and perception of dexterity.
Speed and jerk metrics proved to be consistent with the number of movements required
to perform the task, with bottle opening having the lowest movement smoothness as
measured from speed and jerk. These results, however, were not consistent with
perceived dexterity, with participants considering the Purdue Pegboard Test as the more
dexterous task. Furthermore, results from the analysis of trajectory suggest a strong
relation between object size and movement smoothness, with tasks requiring
manipulation of larger objects resulting in smoother trajectories (larger speed and jerk
metrics).

Conclusions
A series of metrics have been successfully used to examine finger dexterity and
packaging accessibility, namely; finger correlations analysis, speed and jerk
measurements, and a dexterity perception test.
It can be seen that finger correlations vary widely across the differing pack formats with
the crisps having the lowest finger movement correlation across participants and the jar
having the highest. Empirically we might expect this since the use of the Perdue
pegboard precludes the formation of a pinch grip leaving the remaining fingers to move
freely as the task progresses. Work by Yoxall et al., [43] showed that for jars the most
common grip is typically a highly correlated spherical grip and so we would expect this
packaging type to have the highest measured finger correlation.

However, in examining speed and jerk, whilst the jar and crisps have very different finger
correlation measurements, their speed and jerk metrics are almost identical whilst the
Perdue pegboard and the bottle have the lowest speed and jerk metrics.
Examining perception scores the Perdue pegboard scores highest on perceived
dexterity and the jar the lowest. Given that that the Perdue pegboard has the lowest
speed and jerk scores but the highest perceived dexterity score, we can assume that
perceived dexterity of the packaging accessibility task is related to finger correlation and
not finger speed. Similarly the jar has the lowest perceived dexterity score and the
highest correlation, again indicating that there is a likely link to finger coordination and
perceived dexterity.
Hence packaging that forces users to use highly uncoordinated grip patterns is likely to
result in users perceiving the packaging to need high amounts of dexterity. Packaging
that needs high amounts of dexterity to access is often perceived as 'fiddly' by
consumers and has a higher chance of being unopenable by older consumers.
Therefore 'non-fiddly' easy open packaging should be designed to facilitate the use of
coordinated grip patterns, whilst minimizing the strength needed to also access the pack.
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Figure 1: Ten-camera Vicon T-160 motion capture system

Figure 2: Marker positions for hand motion analysis

Figure 3: Particpant undergoing testing opening a bottle

Figure 4: Example of a correlation plot from participant 6

Figure 5: Speed and jerk plot for participant #3 opening a jar

Figure 6: Participant interacting with the crisps packet during the
perception test

Figure 7a: Correlation plot for participant #3
undertaking the Perdue Pegboard test

Figure 7b: Correlation plot for participant #12
undertaking the Perdue Pegboard test

Figure 7c: Correlation plot for participant #3
opening a jar

Figure 7d: Correlation plot for participant #10
opening a jar

Figure 7e: Correlation plot for participant #10
opening a bottle

Figure 7f: Correlation plot for participant #8
opening a bottle

Figure 7g: Correlation plot for participant #1
opening a crisp packet

Figure 7h: Correlation plot for participant #8
opening a crisp packet

Figure 8a: Speed and jerk plot for participant #2
undertaking the Perdue pegboard test

Figure 8c: Speed and jerk plot for participant #8
opening a bottle

Figure 8b: Speed and jerk plot for participant #10
undertaking the Perdue pegboard test

Figure 8d: Speed and jerk plot for participant #13
opening a bottle

Figure 8e: Speed and jerk plot for participant #10

Figure 8f: speed and jerk plot for participant #13

opening a jar

opening a jar

Figure 8g: Speed and jerk plot for participant #10
opening a crisp packet

Figure 8h: Speed and jerk plot for participant #13
opening a crisp packet

